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A. INTRODUCTION

Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information.\(^1\) Henry Guntur Tarigan said speaking is the ability to pronounce sound articulation of words to express, to declare and to deliver the idea, feeling

or sense, as a large of this limitation we can say in speaking. Speaking is important to be learned and mastered be every individual. Therefore, students must have extensive knowledge if they want to write something and there were few reasons why speaking necessary in our life.

First, speaking is the process of building and sharing meaning thought in verbal and symbol of varieties in context, with use language we can to communication to other people. When someone speaks, they interact and use the language to express the idea, feeling and thought, they also shares about the information to order trough communication.

Second, speaking is to express oneself in life situations or the ability to reports acts or situations in precise words, or the ability to converse, or to express a sequence of ideas fluently. The ability is used in essentially normal communication situations the signaling system of pronunciation, stress, intonation, grammatical structure, and vocabulary of the foreign language at a normal rate of delivery for native speakers of the language.

Finally, speaking is one of the important communication tools to be able to declare themselves as member of the people. In teaching and learning, speaking is one of the most important skills. Speaking ability is a capability of do something and making a certain response physical or mental as well as gives a clear explanation about what the people says especially of the students.

Generally, speak English is one of the subject must be learn in every school in our country. It has been taught by students from elementary school, junior high school, and also in university. Many students thought that speaking is difficult, because speaking happens in real time, and speaking can’t be edited and revised. It will be possible to do mistakes in pronunciation or grammar. In fact, whether the students have already learned language English especially students’ ability in speaking is still far from expectation. This is known from researcher’ teaching experience and based on private interview with teachers in MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap. The teachers mentions some problems in students speaking they are;

First, many students were not able to speak in English class. It was because they felt shame when they were speaking, and they did not know what they will say after ordered to make a conversation in front of the class. Most students cannot explain and generate their
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When they were express about the certain topic in English, they cannot describe it correctly. They had difficulties to express their ideas in English.

Second, many students were lack motivation and attention about the important of speaking, students were seldom to practice speaking with their friends because students’ vocabulary mastery was less in memory and students difficult how to pronounce words. Then, the students got bored and uninterested in speaking because when the process of learning teachers just used conventional method and without media. Teachers teach just opening the book, read the conversation and just listen to what teachers reads.  

To solve the problem in speaking ability, there are alternative for teaching speaking activity that available and applicable. The teacher must know about the method in teaching and learning, because method in teaching and learning can influence the motivation of the students and it is also help the teacher able to teaching the students easily. The students can get motivation to follow the teaching and learning as well as possible to increase expectation in speaking English well.

Method is one of the important in teaching to improvement students speaking ability, teaching method is an organization and application of the teaching technique, teaching material, teaching aids and supplementary materials by the teacher with the aims of achieving the teaching and learning objectives. The method in teaching and learning process is a medium transferring knowledge between the teacher and students. Then, teaching method refers to the teaching way which gives direction to the teacher how to handle learning process.

To make students able in speaking, there are some methods that can be use in teaching. There are direct method, silent way method, audio lingual method, suggestopedia method and others. From some way for teaching speaking, the researcher chose suggestopedia method to solve the problem. While, Diane Larsen Freeman stated Suggestopedia is a teaching method which is based on a modern understanding of how the human brain works and how learn most effectively and the goals of teacher used suggestopedia is to accelerate the process by which students to use a foreign language for everyday communication.

---

3 Private Interview, Teacher of English MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap, (Padangsidimpuan, January 16th 2017)
B. THEORITICAL DESCRIPTION

1. General Concept of Speaking
   a. Definition of Speaking

   Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves producing and receiving and processing information.\(^5\) David Nunan states speaking is the productive aural/oral skill; it consists of producing systematic verbal utterances to convey meaning.\(^6\) Speaking is fundamentally an instrumental act. Speakers talk in order to have some effects on their listeners.\(^7\) So, it can be concluded that speaking is process to convey meaning by orally.

   Speaking is a productive skill that can be directly and empirically observed, those observation are invariably colored by the accuracy and effective.\(^8\) Henry Guntur Tarigan said speaking is the ability to pronounce sound articulation of words to express, to declare and to deliver the idea, feeling or sense, as a large of this limitation we can say in speaking.\(^9\) Speaking is process to express idea from our mind to oral.

   Speaking ability is to express oneself in life situations or the ability to report acts or situations in precise words, or the ability to converse, or to express a sequence of ideas fluently. The ability is used in essentially normal communication situations the signaling system of pronunciation, stress, intonation, grammatical structure, and vocabulary of the foreign language at a normal rate of delivery for native speakers of the language.\(^10\) Furthermore, speaking is so much a part of daily life that we take it for granted. The average person produces tens of thousands of
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words a day, although some people-like auctioneers or politicians-may produce even more than that.

2. General Concept of Suggestopedia Method
   a. Definition Suggestopedia

   Suggestopedia is modern method which develops in 1970’s by Bulgarian doctor, psychotherapist and educator George Levanoz. Suggestopedia is derived from suggestology, as a science that concerned with the systematic study of the non rational and or non conscious influence. Suggestology is method has develops a right brain instructional strategy. The idea is to relax the resistance to language acquisition that comes from the critical thinking of the left hemisphere. It means suggestopedia can make students optimal the left and right brain to build their concentrate, imagination in learning and recall the memorization.

   Suggestopedia is teaching systems which make use of all the possibilities tender suggestion can offer. Of course, the systematic academic participation is not neglected but is always in accord with the suggestive. Suggestopedia is the application of the study of suggestion to pedagogy, has been develop to help students eliminate the feeling that they cannot be successful or negative association they may have toward studying and, thus, to help them overcome the barriers for learning. While, suggestopedia is a method to make students relaxed and fun by using music, games, and poster in learning process with the positive suggestion to create learning effectively.

   There are some advantages and in utilizing suggestopedia:

   1) A comprehensible input based on dessugestion and suggestion principle. By using this suggestopedia method, students can lower their un confidence. Suggestopedia classes, in addition, are held in ordinary rooms with comfortable chairs, a practice that may also help them relaxed.

   2) Authority concept. Students remember best and are most influenced by information coming from an authoritative source, teachers.
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3) Peripheral learning. Suggestopedia encourages the students to apply language more independently, takes more personal responsibility for their own learning and get more confidence.\(^{15}\)

3. General Concept of Conventional Method

a. Definition of Conventional Method

Conventional methods are thought to be traditional methods. However, they can be found in a daily teaching practice and other new methods originated from them.\(^{16}\) Conventional method is habitual teaching method used by teacher in classroom. The process of teaching is traditional and can make the students boring.

b. Classification of Conventional Method

Conventional method has many teaching method that we can used in teaching and learning process. Conventional method can divide into some method such as: lecturer, project, discuss, problem solving, homework, demonstrations and so on.\(^{17}\) From that method, there is the method that is often used by the teacher, such as lecturer method.

C. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was done at MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap, it is located Jl. Besar Abdul Haris Nasution Ujung Gurap Kec. Batunadua. The schedule of this research is from October 2016 up to October 2017.

The researcher chose two classes as a sample. They are divided into experiment class and control class. The researcher used cluster sampling to take the sample. So the researcher took two classes as a sample of the research they were; VIII-11 which consist of 27 students and VIII-12 which consists of 24 students. The total of the sample were 51 students. To determine appropriate sample, it was tested by using normality and homogeneity test.

D. FINDINGS

In pre-test for experimental class, the researcher calculated the result the total score of experiment class in pre-test was 1620, mean was 62.1, standard deviation was 8.6, variant
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\(^{17}\) Syaiful Bahri Djamahar, Strategi Belajar Mengajar, (jakarta: PT. Asdi Maharsya, 2006) p.23
was 76.30, median was 59.7, range was 32, modus was 60, interval was 5. The researcher got the highest score was 76 and the lowest score was 44. The total score of control class in pre-test was 1440, mean was 61.8, standard deviation was 8, variant was 64, median was 60, range was 32, modus was 60, interval was 5. The researcher got the highest score was 76 and the lowest score was 44. It can be seen on appendix 5. And the total score of experiment class in post-test was 1940, mean was 74.1, standard deviation was 7.35, variant was 57.20, median was 72.2, range was 28, modus was 73, interval was 5. The researcher got the highest score was 84 and the lowest score was 56.

After calculated the data of post-test, researcher has found that post-test result of experiment and control class is normal and homogenous. Based on the result, researcher used parametric test by using T-test to analyze the hypothesis. Hypothesis alternative (H<sub>a</sub>) of the research was “There was the significant effect suggestopedia on students’ speaking ability at grade VIII MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap”. The calculation can be seen on the (appendix 9 and 10).

The test hypothesis has two criteria. First, if \( t_{\text{count}} < t_{\text{table}} \), \( H_0 \) is accepted. Second, \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \), \( H_a \) is accepted. Based on researcher calculation, researcher found that \( t_{\text{count}} = 4.22 \) while \( t_{\text{table}} = 2.021 \) with opportunity \((1-\alpha) = 1 - 5\% = 95\%\) and \( d_k = n_1 + n_2 - 2 = 27 + 24 - 2 = 49 \). Cause \( t_{\text{count}} > t_{\text{table}} \) (4.22 > 2.021), it means that hypothesis \( H_a \) is accepted and \( H_0 \) was rejected. So, there was the effect suggestopedia method toward students speaking ability at grade VIII MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap. It described the mean score of experimental class by using suggestopedia was 74.1 and the mean score of control class by using conventional method was 65.6. so from the explanation above that students’ speaking ability by using suggestopedia method was better than using conventional strategy. Then there was significant effect toward students speaking ability by using suggestopedia method at grade VIII MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap.

Based on data analysis above, it has proven that the suggestopedia method significant on students’ speaking ability. Meanwhile the principles of suggestopedia method is teachers hope to accelerate process by which student learn to used foreign language for every day communication. According to George Lezanov Suggestopedia is derived from suggestology, as a science that concerned with the systematic study of the non rational and or non conscious
influence. Suggestopedia method also sees that the four skills: speaking, listening, reading and writing reinforce each other but oral communication is seen basically.

According to related finding, Tri Anggono Sulistiono said suggestopedia suitable to teaching speaking, suggestopedia teaching method stress the teaching process using comfortable environment. It means that in learning process teacher should build up the confidence of the students to master the material so that students will set free their mind in doing the activity in classroom. Moreover in learning speaking, students can easily practice their speaking in comfortable environment without any feeling worry about making mistakes in classroom.

Then, Wahyu Erwanto said uses suggestopedia method was improve the student’ speaking ability. suggestopedia method emphasizes the relaxation atmosphere during the application of teaching learning process so that the use of music and oral guidance from the teacher is highly used. suggestopedia has elements that can be used successfully to teach speaking for young learners and has a positive and consistent effect to students' critical thinking skills immediately after treatment.

This proof show that suggestopedia method is suitable to be applied in teaching speaking because it has been proven by the previous researcher and the theory. So, suggestopedia method has given the significant effect to the research that has been done by the researcher or the other researcher who mentioned in related finding.

E. CONCLUSION

Based on the result of the research, the conclusions of this research are:

1. The students’ speaking ability before using suggestopedia method at grade VIII MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan Lokasi Ujung Gurap was low. Before using suggestopedia method, the mean score of experimental class was 62.6.

2. After using suggestopedia method, the mean score of experimental class was 74.1. After using suggestopedia method students speaking ability increased.
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3. The result of the research showed that the students’ score in experimental class was higher than control class. The result provide that \( t_0 \) was higher than \( t_1 \). \( t_0 \) was 4.22 \( t_1 \) was 2.021 (4.22 > 2.021) it means that there was a significant effect of using suggestopedia method on students’ speaking ability at grade VIII MTsN Model Padangsidimpuan lokasi Ujung Gurap, where \( H_a \) was accepted and \( H_0 \) was rejected.
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